Wiring diagram symbols

Wiring diagrams use simplified symbols to represent switches, lights, outlets, etc. Here is the
wiring symbol legend, which is a detailed documentation of common symbols that are used in
wiring diagrams, home wiring plans, and electrical wiring blueprints. Step 1 : Launch EdrawMax
on your computer. Open an wiring diagram example or a blank drawing page. Step 2 : As you
enter into the workspace of EdrawMax, you can drag and drop the symbols that you need onto
the canvas. If you need additional symbols, search them on the left symbol library. So you can
share your drawings with people who don't use EdrawMax with no need to looking for ways of
converting file formats. Alternatively, you can watch the video below and know how to create a
wiring diagram with EdrawMax in detail. EdrawMax is an advanced all-in-one diagramming tool
for creating professional flowcharts, org charts, mind maps, network diagrams, UML diagrams,
floor plans, electrical diagrams, science illustrations, and more. Just try it, you will love it!
Wiring Diagram Symbol Legend. Electrical Diagram How To. Diagram Symbols. Part 1: Wiring
Diagram Symbols. Get Started! You Will Love This Easy-To-Use Diagram Software EdrawMax is
an advanced all-in-one diagramming tool for creating professional flowcharts, org charts, mind
maps, network diagrams, UML diagrams, floor plans, electrical diagrams, science illustrations,
and more. Circuit symbols are used in circuit schematic diagrams which show how a circuit is
connected together electrically. The standard circuit component symbols and circuit symbols
are important for circuit schematic diagrams. Most of the industrial standard circuit items can
be changed in the appearance, style and color according to the requirement. Click here to free
download Circuits Diagram Software. The schematic symbols for most major circuit diagrams
can be found in this following images. How to Create a Circuit Diagram. How to draw electrical
engineering diagram. Process Flow Diagram Software. Process and Instrumentation Drawing
Software. Industrial Control Systems. EdrawMax is an advanced all-in-one diagramming tool for
creating professional flowcharts, org charts, mind maps, network diagrams, UML diagrams,
floor plans, electrical diagrams, science illustrations, and more. Just try it, you will love it! The
standard circuit symbols are important for circuit schematic diagrams. Free Download Buy
Now. Get Started! You Will Love This Easy-To-Use Diagram Software EdrawMax is an advanced
all-in-one diagramming tool for creating professional flowcharts, org charts, mind maps,
network diagrams, UML diagrams, floor plans, electrical diagrams, science illustrations, and
more. Drawing electrical circuit diagrams, you will need to represent various electrical and
electronic devices such as batteries, wires, resistors, and transistors as pictograms called
electrical symbols. Traditionally these symbols may vary from country to country, but today
they are standardized internationally to a large extent. Depending on type of electrical diagram it
require variations of Electrical Symbols set. Example 1. It includes electrical schematic symbols
of variety eectrical diagram applications. Analog and Digital Logic library contains 40 electrical
element symbols of logic threshold gates, bistable current switches, current controllers,
regulators, electrical generators, and amplifiers. Use it for drawing the digital and analog
functions in electronic circuit diagrams and electrical schematics. Composite Assemblies
library contains 44 electrical element symbols of transmitters electronic amplifiers, repeaters ,
static devices rectifiers , phase shift circuits, gyroscopes, and gyrators. Use it to design the
electronic circuit diagrams and electrical schematics. Delay Elements library contains 12
electrical element symbols of delay elements for drawing electrical schematics and electronic
circuit diagrams. Electrical Circuits library contains 49 electrical element symbols of electrical
and electronic devices, including ignitors, starters, transmitters, circuit protectors, transducers,
radio and audio equipment. Use it for drawing electronic circuit diagrams and electrical
schematics. Electron Tubes library contains 36 electrical element symbols of electron tubes.
Use it for drawing electrical schematics and electronic circuit diagrams. Inductors library
contains 41 electrical element symbols of inductor elements for drawing electronic circuit
diagrams. Integrated Circuit library contains 43 components for integrated circuit design,
including transducers, rotary devices, converters, registers, analog switches, counters,
registers, decoders, and multiplex transmitters. Lamps, Acoustics, Readouts library contains 35
electrical element symbols of lamps, acoustic components, electrical measuring instruments for
drawing electrical schematics and electronic circuit diagrams. Logic Gate Diagram library
contains 17 electrical element symbols for drawing logic gate diagrams. Maintenance library
contains 14 electrical symbols for maintaining electrical and electronic systems, including test,
feedback and reference signals; pulses; relay contacts and coils; composite and amplifier
circuits. Power Sources library contains 9 electrical element symbols of power sources, power
supplies and batteries for drawing the electrical schematics and electronic circuit diagrams.
Qualifying library contains 56 qualifying symbols. Use these shapes to annotate or specify
characteristics of objects in electrical drawings, electronic schematics, circuit diagrams,
electromechanical drawings, and wiring diagrams, cabling layout diagrams. Resistors library
contains 14 electrical element symbols of resistors for drawing electronic schematics, circuit

diagrams and electrical drawings. Rotating Equipment library contains 55 electrical symbols of
rotating equipment: converters, generators, motors, rotating machines, and their parts and
labels. Use it to design systems with rotating electrical equipment i. Semiconductor Diodes
library contains 24 electrical symbols of semiconductor diodes for drawing electronic
schematics and circuit diagrams. Semiconductors library contains 22 electrical symbols of
rectifiers, diodes, charge transfer and electronic conduction devices, switches, cathodes,
transistors, thyristors, and transceivers for semiconductor SIS design. Stations library contains
electrical symbols of communications equipment, generating, transmitting and receiving
stations; substations; satellites; power plants for power generation and distribution and radio
relay systems. Switches and Relays library contains 58 electrical symbols of electrical contacts,
switches, relays, circuit breakers, selectors, connectors, disconnect devices, switching circuits,
current regulators, and thermostats for electrical devices. Terminals and Connectors library
contains 43 electrical element symbols of terminals, connectors, plugs, polarized connectors,
jacks, coaxial cables, and conductors. Use it for drawing wiring diagrams, electrical layouts,
electronic schematics, and circuit diagrams. Thermo library contains 14 electrical symbols of
thermoelectric elements for drawing electrical layouts, electronic schematics, and circuit
diagrams. Transformers and Windings library contains 29 electrical element symbols of
transformers, windings, couplers, metering devices, transductors, magnetic cores, chokes, and
a variometer. Use it to design the electromechanical device schematics and electronic circuit
diagrams. Transistors library contains 30 electrical symbols of transistors drawing electronic
schematics and circuit diagrams. Transmission Paths library contains 43 electrical symbols of
power transmission paths, electronic circuits, bus connectors and elbows, terminals, junctions,
and concentrators. Use it to annotate electrical symbols and electrical diagrams, electronic
schematics and circuit diagrams. Look at this variety of electrical diagram symbols! Any
electrical diagram can be designed with their help in mere minutes! An experienced user spent
25 minutes creating this sample. Use the Electrical Engineering Solution for ConceptDraw
DIAGRAM software to create your own professional looking electrical diagrams using
professional electrical symbols in a quick, easy and effective way; and then successfully use
them in your work activity. All source documents are vector graphic documents. ConceptDraw
Solutions. Made with ConceptDraw. Download ConceptDraw Trial. Electrical Symbols, Electrical
Diagram Symbols Drawing electrical circuit diagrams, you will need to represent various
electrical and electronic devices such as batteries, wires, resistors, and transistors as
pictograms called electrical symbols. Pic 1. Electrical Symbols: Analog and Digital Logic Library
Composite Assemblies library contains 44 electrical element symbols of transmitters electronic
amplifiers, repeaters , static devices rectifiers , phase shift circuits, gyroscopes, and gyrators.
Pic 2. Electrical Symbols: Composite Assemblies Library Delay Elements library contains 12
electrical element symbols of delay elements for drawing electrical schematics and electronic
circuit diagrams. Pic 3. Electrical Symbols: Delay Elements Library Electrical Circuits library
contains 49 electrical element symbols of electrical and electronic devices, including ignitors,
starters, transmitters, circuit protectors, transducers, radio and audio equipment. Pic 4.
Electrical Symbols: Electrical Circuits Library Electron Tubes library contains 36 electrical
element symbols of electron tubes. Pic 5. Pic 6. Electrical Symbols: IGFET Library Inductors
library contains 41 electrical element symbols of inductor elements for drawing electronic
circuit diagrams. Pic 7. Electrical Symbols: Inductors Library Integrated Circuit library contains
43 components for integrated circuit design, including transducers, rotary devices, converters,
registers, analog switches, counters, registers, decoders, and multiplex transmitters. Pic 8.
Electrical Symbols: Integrated Circuit Library Lamps, Acoustics, Readouts library contains 35
electrical element symbols of lamps, acoustic components, electrical measuring instruments for
drawing electrical schematics and electronic circuit diagrams. Pic 9. Electrical Symbols: Lamps,
Acoustics, Readouts Library Logic Gate Diagram library contains 17 electrical element symbols
for drawing logic gate diagrams. Pic Electrical Symbols: MOSFET Library Maintenance library
contains 14 electrical symbols for maintaining electrical and electronic systems, including test,
feedback and reference signals; pulses; relay contacts and coils; composite and amplifier
circuits. Electrical Symbols: Maintenance Library Power Sources library contains 9 electrical
element symbols of power sources, power supplies and batteries for drawing the electrical
schematics and electronic circuit diagrams. Electrical Symbols: Qualifying Library Resistors
library contains 14 electrical element symbols of resistors for drawing electronic schematics,
circuit diagrams and electrical drawings. Electrical Symbols: Resistors Library Rotating
Equipment library contains 55 electrical symbols of rotating equipment: converters, generators,
motors, rotating machines, and their parts and labels. Electrical Symbols: Rotating Equipment
Library Semiconductor Diodes library contains 24 electrical symbols of semiconductor diodes
for drawing electronic schematics and circuit diagrams. Electrical Symbols: Semiconductor

Diodes Library Semiconductors library contains 22 electrical symbols of rectifiers, diodes,
charge transfer and electronic conduction devices, switches, cathodes, transistors, thyristors,
and transceivers for semiconductor SIS design. Electrical Symbols: Semiconductors Library
Stations library contains electrical symbols of communications equipment, generating,
transmitting and receiving stations; substations; satellites; power plants for power generation
and distribution and radio relay systems. Electrical Symbols: Stations Library Switches and
Relays library contains 58 electrical symbols of electrical contacts, switches, relays, circuit
breakers, selectors, connectors, disconnect devices, switching circuits, current regulators, and
thermostats for electrical devices. Electrical Symbols: Switches and Relays Library Terminals
and Connectors library contains 43 electrical element symbols of terminals, connectors, plugs,
polarized connectors, jacks, coaxial cables, and conductors. Electrical Symbols: Terminals and
Connectors Library Thermo library contains 14 electrical symbols of thermoelectric elements
for drawing electrical layouts, electronic schematics, and circuit diagrams. Electrical Symbols:
Thermo Library Transformers and Windings library contains 29 electrical element symbols of
transformers, windings, couplers, metering devices, transductors, magnetic cores, chokes, and
a variometer. Electrical Symbols: Transformers and Windings Library Transistors library
contains 30 electrical symbols of transistors drawing electronic schematics and circuit
diagrams. Electrical Symbols: Transistors Library Transmission Paths library contains 43
electrical symbols of power transmission paths, electronic circuits, bus connectors and elbows,
terminals, junctions, and concentrators. Example 2. Picture: Block Diagram Creator. Block
Diagrams. Picture: Chemistry Drawings. Local area network LAN. The large number of
parameters, such as geographic scale or communication protocols, can divide networks. One of
the most common types of networks is called local area network LAN. It convenient to represent
network examples by means of diagrams. This local area network LAN diagram provides an
easy way to see the way the devices in a local network are interacted. The diagram uses a
library containing specific symbols to represent network equipment , media and the end-user
devices such as computers PC, mac, laptop , network printer, hubs, server and finally a modem.
There are two types of network topologies: physical and logical. The current diagram represents
precisely a physical type of LAN topology because it refers to the physical layout of a local
network equipment. Picture: Local area network LAN. Computer and Network Examples.
Computer Network Diagrams. When you have a root device you should consider a tree network
topology that might have any number of lower levels as you might need. This technology is
based on star and bus network topologies. This is a schematic representation of a Tree
computer network topology. A tree topology means that some star networks are linked together.
A star network is a topology of the local network where a central workstation is connected with
each end-user computer or peripherals. A tree structure means that, the central nodes of these
star networks are linked to a main cable the Bus topology. So, a Tree network topology is a few
Star networks connected into a Bus topology. This scheme can be applied to draw the particular
physical or logical network diagrams using the ConceptDraw Computer and Networks solution.
Picture: Tree Network Topology Diagram. Audio and Video Connectors. Wireless Networks.
Picture: Fault Tree Diagram. Fault Tree Analysis Diagrams. Personal area PAN networks. As
global area networks are the biggest, personal area PAN networks are the smallest. Personal
computers, smartphones and other devices that have possibility to connect to Internet form a
personal network. This diagram was created using ConceptDraw Computer Network Diagrams
to represent a typical components of Personal area network. This sample of personal area
network involves a notebook, a personal digital assistant PDA , and a portable printer.
Commonly a PAN contains such wireless devices as mouse, keyboard, smartphone and tablet.
A wireless connection is typical for a PAN. Picture: Personal area PAN networks. Buy it Now.
Electrical symbols virtually represent the components of electrical and electronic circuits. This
article shows many of the frequently used electrical symbols for drawing electrical diagrams.
Below lists the most commonly used electrical and electronic symbols that can help you get
started quickly. Each electrical component may have several representations as the electrical
symbols can vary from country to country nowadays. Some electrical symbols become virtually
extinct with the development of new technologies. In cases where there is more than one
universal electrical symbol, we have tried to give an alternate representation. It is easy for you
to create an electrical diagram when you know where to find thousands of electrical symbols.
You can watch the video below and learn how to create an electrical circuit diagram.
Alternatively, you can follow the instructions of words and pictures step by step. Step 1 :
Launch EdrawMax on your computer. An extensive collection of electrical diagram templates
can be found in the Electrical Engineering category. Click the icon of Basic Electrical to open
the library that includes all symbols for making electrical diagrams. Step 2. You can resize the
selected symbol by dragging the selection handles. A double-sided arrow shows the direction

to which you can move the mouse, and you can only move the symbol when a four-direction
arrow appears. It shows when the symbol is selected or when the pointer is over the symbol.
For example, the resistor can have 12 kinds of variations. So you can share your drawings with
people who don't use EdrawMax with no need to looking for ways of converting file formats.
Circuit Schematic Symbols. Logic Gate Symbols. Switch Symbols. Semiconductor Symbols.
Transmission Path Symbols. Qualifying Symbols. Integrated Circuit Component Symbols.
Terminal and Connector Symbols. EdrawMax is an advanced all-in-one diagramming tool for
creating professional flowcharts, org charts, mind maps, network diagrams, UML diagrams,
floor plans, electrical diagrams, science illustrations, and more. Just try it, you will love it!
Electrical Diagram How To. Diagram Symbols. Part 1: Electrical and Electronic Symbols. Since
equipotential surfaces all have the same voltage, you won't be shocked if you touch two such
surfaces unless you are also touching another part with a different potential from the first two
parts. It must not be considered as a link to the earth. A resistor is used with a capacitor in a
timing circuit. The effect of a capacitor is known as capacitance. It can also be used as a filter to
block DC signals but pass AC signals. It is often used in the simplified analysis process of a
real electric circuit. Usually, a transducer converts a signal in one type of power to a signal in
another. It may have an iron core inside the coil. It can be used as a transducer converting
electrical energy to mechanical energy by pulling on something. It is a passive two-terminal
electrical component used to store energy in a magnetic field. The wattmeter is an instrument
for measuring the electric power in watts of any given circuit. AC source Alternating Current,
continually change direction. DC source Direct Current, always flow in one direction. Part 2:
How to Use Electrical Symbols. Part 3: More Electrical Symbols. Get Started! You Will Love This
Easy-To-Use Diagram Software EdrawMax is an advanced all-in-one diagramming tool for
creating professional flowcharts, org charts, mind maps, network diagrams, UML diagrams,
floor plans, electrical diagrams, science illustrations, and more. This symbol identifies an earth
ground terminal used for a zero potential reference point and electrical shock protection. It is a
symbol to identify parts with the same voltage i. It is a link between different metallic parts of a
machine to ensure an electrical connection between them. It is a device that consists of one or
more electrochemical cells with external connections to empower electrical devices and
generates constant voltages. It is an electrical component that reduces the electric current, for
example, to limit the current passing through an LED. It is an electronic device that reduces the
power of a signal with appreciably distorting its waveform, which is the opposite of an amplifier.
It is a device with two terminals, which stores electric energy. It is an energy storage device that
accepts, stores, and releases energy, increasing or relieving pressure in the system. An
antenna also knows as an aerial, is a device designed to transmit or receive electromagnetic e.
A loop antenna is a radio antenna consisting of a loop or loops of wire, tubing, or other
electrical conductors with its ends connected to a balanced transmission line. A crystal
oscillator uses the mechanical resonance of a vibrating crystal of piezoelectric material to
create an electrical signal with an exact frequency. A circuit breaker is an automatically
operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical circuit from damage caused by
overload or short circuit. A fuse is an electrical safety device that operates to provide
overcurrent protection of an electrical circuit. An ideal voltage source is a two-terminal device
that maintains a fixed voltage drop across its terminals. A transducer is a device that converts
energy from one form to another. A coil of wire creates a magnetic field when current passes
through it. For example, a voltmeter is an instrument used for measuring the electrical potential
difference between two points in an electric circuit. The delay element provides a specified
delay between the actuation of the propellant-actuated devices. The electric bell is found in an
ordinary house doorbell, and when activated, it makes a ringing sound. An electrical buzzer is
similar to the bell that makes a constant buzz noise instead of a single tone or bell sound. A
transducer converts electrical energy to light, used for a lamp providing illumination, for
example, a car headlamp or torch bulb. A speaker can take digital input and turn it into analog
sound wavesâ€”one of the most important parts of a wide range of electrical products like TVs
and telephones. A wiring diagram is a simple visual representation of the physical connections
and physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It shows how the electrical wires are
interconnected and can also show where fixtures and components may be connected to the
system. Use wiring diagrams to assist in building or manufacturing the circuit or electronic
device. They are also useful for making repairs. For example, a home builder will want to
confirm the physical location of electrical outlets and light fixtures using a wiring diagram to
avoid costly mistakes and building code violations. SmartDraw comes with pre-made wiring
diagram templates. Customize hundreds of electrical symbols and quickly drop them into your
wiring diagram. Special control handles around each symbol allow you to quickly resize or
rotate them as necessary. To draw a wire, simply click on the Draw Lines option on the left hand

side of the drawing area. If you right click on a line, you can change the line's color or thickness
and add or remove arrowheads as necessary. Drag a symbol onto the line and it will insert itself
and snap into place. Once connected, it will remain connected even if you move the wire. If you
need additional symbols, click the arrow next to the visible library to bring up a drop down
menu and select More. You'll be able to search for additional symbols and open any relevant
libraries. You can also change the size and shape of your line hops. Select Show Dimensions to
show the length of your wires or size of your component. Click here to read SmartDraw's
complete tutorial on how to draw circuit diagrams and other electrical diagrams. A schematic
shows the plan and function for an electrical circuit, but is not concerned with the physical
layout of the wires. Wiring diagrams show how the wires are connected and where they should
located in the actual device, as well as the physical connections between all the components.
Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram uses abstract or simplified shapes and lines to
show components. Pictorial diagrams are often photos with labels or highly-detailed drawings
of the physical components. Most symbols used on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions
of the real objects they represent. For example, a switch will be a break in the line with a line at
an angle to the wire, much like a light switch you can flip on and off. A resistor will be
represented with a series of squiggles symbolizing the restriction of current flow. An antenna is
a straight line with three small lines branching off at its end, much like a real antenna. Browse
SmartDraw's entire collection of wiring diagram examples and templates. Learn More. Wiring
Diagram What is a Wiring Diagram? When and How to Use a Wiring Diagram Use wiring
diagrams to assist in building or manufacturing the circuit or electronic device. DIY enthusiasts
use wiring diagrams but they are also common in home building and auto repair. Sign up for
SmartDraw Free. Start Now. Wiring Diagram - Auto. Wiring Diagram. More info Wiring diagram
software Circuit diagram maker Schematic diagram software Patent drawing software Technical
drawing software Electrical symbols CAD drawing software Mechanical drawing software. By
continuing to use the website, you consent to the use of cookies. Read More. Follow Us.
Electrical symbols or electronic circuits are virtually represented by circuit diagrams. There are
some standard symbols to represent the components in a circuits. This article gives some of
the frequently used symbols for drawing the circuits. There are many electrical and electronic
schematic symbols are used to signify basic electronic or electrical device. These are mostly we
used for draw circuit diagrams. Below are different kind of symbols we mentioned category
wise. Hope this information will helps to understand clearly. It is informative, most of the
symbols are already known. However, few of them added up my information. Few alike
information may be shared. Sooper knowledge for basic learners of electronics technician as
wel as technologist! Electronics is my passion. What devices are inputs outputs and controlled
deviceses. Its really hard not knowing what they act as because I only know a wire a resistor a
bulb and a switch and battery? It has only 2 leads and it very similar in shape to a trimpot,
except no dial-like structure. If anyone has any idea what this component does, let me know! It
came in an arduino kit that did seem to mention the componentâ€¦ So maybe it was a mistake. M
component tester reads as unknown or broken component. I love your article as it shows a lot
of symbols in the world of electricals. It helps a lot of people in the field of electrical since they
might learn new symbols or recall the things they have forgotten. Anyways, this is a great post!
I see a symbol in a circuit that looks like 2 filled in triangles that look like arrows pointing at
each other but the points are not touching. There is no nomenclature by this symbol and it is
used frequently in the circuit drawing. Does anyone know what this is? Everything is ok exept
for the bulb. But thanks, you helped me out with my homework. Your email address will not be
published. Comments Really nice informations are here. M an engineering student. And it help
mee for my electronic subject. Lovelyâ€¦ How do I get direct and correct circuit diagram from
here. I love the information contained herein. I say kudos and more grease to your elbow. I so
much love dis page,10ks very much,God will increase ur knowledge. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Change Ad Consent. Wires Represents a conductor
that conducts electrical current. Also called a power line or electric line or wire. Connected
Wires Represents the connection of two conductors. Dot shows the junction point. Input Bus
Line Represents a bus for input or incoming data. Output Bus Line Represents a bus for output
or outgoing data. Terminal Represents start or end point. Bus Line Represents a number of
conductors joined together to form a bus wire. This goes to OFF state when it is released. Poles
define the number of circuits it can be connected to and throws defines the number of positions
that a pole connects. This switch allows the current to flow in any one of the two directions by
adjusting its position. This switch can drive two circuits at a time. This can connect the four
circuits by changing the position. Relay Switch This represents the relay switch. It applies DC
supply to the circuit. Constant Current Source The symbol represents an independent current
source which delivers constant current. Controlled current Source It is a dependent current

source. Usually depends on other sources voltage or current. Controlled Voltage Source It is a
dependent voltage source. Single Cell Battery This provides supply to the circuit. Multi Cell
Battery Combination of multiple single cell batteries or a single large cell battery. The voltage is
usually higher. Sinusoidal Generator Represents sine wave generator. Pulse Generator
Represents pulse or square wave generator. Triangular Wave Represents triangular wave
generator. Ground It is equivalent to theoretical 0V and is used as zero potential reference. It is
the potential of perfectly conducting earth. Signal Ground It is a reference point from which the
signal is measured. There may be several signal grounds in a circuit due to the voltage drops in
a circuit. Chassis Ground It acts as a barrier between user and the circuit and prevents electric
shock. Fixed Resistor It is a device that opposes the flow of current in a circuit. These two
symbols are used to represent fixed resistor. Rheostat It is a two terminal variable resistor. They
are generally used to control the current in the circuit. Generally used in tuning circuits and
power control applications like heaters, ovens etc. Preset It is a mini variable resistor. It is also
called Trimmer Resistor or Trim Pot. The resistance is adjusted with rotary control present on
top of it with the help of a screw driver. They are used to adjust the sensitivity of the circuit like
temperature or light. Thermistor It is a temperature sensitive resistor. They are used in
temperature sensing, current limiting circuits, over-current protection circuits etc. Varistor It is
a Voltage Dependent Resistor. It has non-linear current-voltage characteristics. Generally used
in circuit protection from voltage surges and excessive transient voltages. The resistance of
magneto resistor varies according to the external magnetic field strength. They are used in
electronic compass, ferrous material detection, position sensors etc. The resistance of LDR
varies with the intensity of the light incident on it. They are generally used in light sensing
applications. Tapped resistor A wire-wound type fixed resistor with one or more terminals along
its length. Generally used in voltage divider applications. Attenuator It is a device used to lower
the power of a signal. They are made from simple voltage dividers and hence can be classified
in the family of the resistors. Memristor The resistance of memristor is varied according to the
direction of flow of charge. Non Polarized Capacitor Capacitor stores the charge in the form of
electrical energy. These two symbols are used for non-polarized capacitor. Non-polarized
capacitors are big in size with small capacitance. They can be used in both AC and DC circuits.
Polarized Capacitor Polarized capacitors are small in size but have high capacitance. They are
used in DC circuits. They can be used as filters, for bypassing or passing low frequency
signals. Electrolytic Capacitor Almost all electrolytic capacitors are polarized and hence used in
DC circuits. Feed through Capacitor They provide low impedance path to ground for high
frequency signals. Variable Capacitor The capacitance of the variable capacitor can be adjusted
by turning the knob. They are widely used to adjust the frequency , that is for tuning. Iron Core
Inductor These are used as substitutes to ferrite core inductors. Ferrite core or Ferromagnetic
inductors have high permeability and require air gap to reduce it. Iron powdered core inductors
have this air gap integrated. Ferrite Core Inductors Core material, in this type of inductors is
made of ferrite material. These are mostly used to suppress the interference of electromagnetic
waves. Center Tapped Inductors These are used in coupling of signals,. Variable Inductors
Movable ferrite magnetic core variable inductors are most common. The inductance is varied by
sliding the core in or out of the coil. These diodes can be used in clipping and clamping circuits
, as rectifiers in dc circuits etc. Zener Diode In forward bias condition, it acts as normal diode
and allows current. It also allows current to flow in reverse bias condition when the voltage
reaches a certain break-down point. Generally used in voltage regulator and over voltage
protection circuits. Photodiode Photodiode detects the light energy and converts it into current
or voltage by a mechanism called photoelectric effect. These are used in CD players , Cameras
etc. Led Light emitting diode is similar to PN junction diode but they emit energy in the form of
light instead of heat. These are mostly used in indication , lightening applications. Varactor
Diode Varactor diode is called varicap or variable capacitance diode. The capacitance of this
diode varies according to the applied input voltage. This is used in frequency controlled
oscillators , frequency multipliers etc. Shockley Diode This is a four layer diode. This had fast
switching operation and hence is used in switching applications. Schottky Diode It represents
Schottky diode. It has low forward voltage drop and it can switch rapidly. Used in voltage
clamping, rectifiers, reverse current and discharge protection. Tunnel Diode This is also known
as Esaki diode. It can switch very fastly and can perform well in micro wave frequency range.
This is used in oscillator circuits and micro wave circuits. Thyristor It consists of four layers of
alternating P and N materials. They act as bistable switches and are used in circuits where high
voltages and currents are involved. It limits the current to a specified maximum value. Laser
Diode The laser diode is similar to light emitting diode. The active region is formed in intrinsic
region in PIN structure. Laser diodes find its applications in laser printing, laser scanning etc. It
is switched ON when the base-emitter junction is forward biased. They are commonly used for

amplifying and switching applications. It is switched ON when the base-emitter junction is
reverse biased. These are used for amplifying and switching applications. Majority charge
carriers here are electrons. Majority charge carriers here are holes. It induces negative charges
into the n-channel and thus number of negative charges increases, enhancing the channel
conductivity. This decreases the width of the depletion layer. Phototransistor The photo
transistor converts the light energy falling on it to its corresponding electrical energy. This can
be used in light sensing applications. Base is left disconnected as light is used to enable the
flow of current. Photo Darlington Photo Darlington Transistor is similar to phototransistor with
very high gain and sensitivity. Darlington Transistor This configuration produces high current
gain. They are used in power regulators, output stages of audio amplifiers, display drivers etc.
And Gate This is the basic gate and it implements logical conjunction. The output of the AND
gate is high, only if both the inputs are high otherwise both are low. Or Gate The OR gate
implements logical disjunction. The output is high if any one of the inputs is high. The output is
low only when both the inputs are high, otherwise it is high. Output of this gate is high, if both
the inputs are Low, otherwise it is High. This gate inverts the input. Exor This gate implements
exclusive OR logic. The output of this gate is high ,if both the inputs are different. The output of
this gate is high , only if the two inputs are identical. Buffer It is an audio signaling device.
Generally used in alarms, timers and for confirmation messages. Tri-State Buffer Similar to a
normal buffer but with a control signal. In case of active high buffer, it operates normally only
when control signal is 1. In case of active low buffer, it operates normally only when control
signal is 0. Flip Flop Flip flop is the also a memory element but this is a synchronous device.
The figure below shows the basic D-flip-flop. Basic Amplifier An amplifier is a device that
amplifies a relatively small input signal i. They are used in communication systems, audio
devices etc. The input is differential. They are used in instrumentation devices, signal
processing, control systems etc. Antenna This symbol belongs to Aerial or Antenna. It converts
electrical power into radio waves. It is used in wireless communication to transmit or receive
the signals. Loop Antenna Loop antenna is named after its loop like shape of wire or other
electrical conductor. They are used as receiving antennas in low frequency range. Dipole
Antenna It is most widely used antenna. Generally used in set-top TV, shortwave transmission
and FM receivers. Transformer Transformer is the basic element that transfers energy in one
circuit to the other circuit through electromagnetic induction. They are generally used in electric
power applications to increase or decrease the voltage of AC current. Iron Core Uses a piece of
magnetic material as core. Generally Ferro magnetic metals like iron are used. The core has
high permeability and is used to confine the magnetic field. Center Tapped The center tapped
transformer has its secondary winding divided into two parts with same number of turns in each
part. This results in two individual output voltages across two line ends. Used in rectifier
circuits. Step Up Transformer The no. The output voltage is higher than input voltage.
Significantly used in inverters. Step Down Transformer The no. The output voltage is lesser
than input voltage. It is widely used in low power applications. Buzzer This is sound producing
device. This produces buzz sound when the voltage is applied. Loud Speaker This is also an
audio device. The electrical signal is converted into sound signal here. Light Bulb The symbol
represents the light bulb. The bulb glows when required voltage is applied. Motor This converts
the electric energy to mechanical energy. Fuse Symbol represents the fuse that protects the
circuit from over current. Crystal Oscillator Used to generate clock signal of very precise
frequency. ADC Analog to Digital converter is used convert analog signals usually voltage to
digital values. DAC Digital to Analog converter is used to convert digital code to analog signals.
Thermocouple It is used to measure temperature. Domestic Wiring Diagram Symbols - It shows
the components of the circuit as simplified shapes and the capacity and signal friends amongst
the devices. Basics 14 aov schematic with block included basics 15 wiring or connection.
Basics 11 mov schematic with block included basics 12 12 vac panel diagram. Wiring diagrams
use simplified symbols to represent switches lights outlets etc. Domestic Wiring Diagram
Symbols Common schematic drawing symbols diac three phase winding star changer general
symbol converter general symbol notes. The main focus of this website is residential electrical
wiring. I would be very happy to improve my electrical course if you could add some diagrams
for domestic commercial and industrial electrical wiring. Wiring diagrams and symbols for
electrical wiring commonly used for blueprints and drawings. Domestic electrical wiring
diagram symbols wiring diagram is a simplified standard pictorial representation of an electrical
circuit. On example shown you can find out the type of a cable used to supply a feed to every
particular circuit in a home the type and rating of circuit breakers devices supposed to protect
your installation from overload or short current. Common schematic drawing symbols diac
three phase winding star changer general symbol converter general symbol notes. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes and the capacity and signal friends amongst the

devices. Basics 8 aov elementary block diag
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ram. Thanks sam dave s reply. Domestic Wiring Diagram Symbols - Wiring diagrams and
symbols for electrical wiring commonly used for blueprints and drawings. For simple electrical
installations we commonly use this house wiring diagram. Basics 7 4 16 kv 3 line diagram.
Electrical Outlet Symbol Floor Plan Symbols Electrical Symbols 1 if the direction of change is
not obvious it may be indicated by an arrowhead on the outline of the symbol. Wiring Diagram
Symbols Legend Electrical Symbols Electrical I would be very happy to improve my electrical
course if you could add some diagrams for domestic commercial and industrial electrical
wiring. Electrical Drawing Symbols Australia Zen Diagram Architectural 1 if the direction of
change is not obvious it may be indicated by an arrowhead on the outline of the symbol. Diesel
Generator Control Panel Wiring Diagram Engine Connections Common schematic drawing
symbols diac three phase winding star changer general symbol converter general symbol
notes.

